LAB ESCAPE

-Idea inspired by Cheez-It commercials and my love for the movie Ratatouille-

Instructions: You are a parmesan cheese wheel (lab experiment gone wrong). Your job is to escape the lab while staying out of sight (more than 1 square away) of the ever-multiplying Remy-rats (another failed experiment) who need cheese for a meal they're cooking. You will try to escape through a door on the other side of the lab that you know is unlocked around this time.

You have no weapons (c'mon people you're a cheese wheel!) so your only strategy is to hide behind boxes and barrels along your path and avoid the scavenging rats until they move to a different area of the lab. The game will end if you get kidnapped by one of the rats and used for food or if one of them notices the door is unlocked and locks it.

Movement keys (to roll around) are the arrow keys.

--AVOID MICE AT ALL COSTS--